
April 1, 2011Midterm ExamEE 6340: Introdution to Teleommuniations Networksnote: Please, omplete the following table and keep reord of your assignment number.First NameLast NameStudent IDAssignment # 0Exerise 1. Consider a system onsisting of a asade of two queues: Q1 followed by Q2. Arrivals reahQ1 aording to a Poisson proess with arrival rate �. Departures from Q1 reah Q2. Departures from Q2 leavethe system. The two queues share a ommon single server S. Server S an be in one of the following mutuallyexlusive states: state 0: server is idle, when both Q1 and Q2 are empty; state 1: server is busy serving a jobin Q1; state 2: server is busy serving a job in Q2. At the end of every servie, server S deides what to do nextusing the following poliy: if Q2 is not empty, always go to Q2 and serve the head-of-the-line job there; if Q2is empty and Q1 is not empty, always go to Q1 and serve the head-of-the-line job there; if both Q1 and Q2 areempty, go to idle state. When idle (in state 0), server S goes to Q1 as soon as an arrival ours there.Assume that the servie times at the two queues (X1 and X2) are independent and exponentially distributedwith mean 1=�1 and 1=�2, respetively. Assume that Q1 is M/M/1/1, and Q2 is ?/M/1. The question markin Q2 indiates that the arrival proess is unknown. [Note: the produt form approah is not appliable in thisproblem.℄A) Derive the Markov hain that models the system of two queues, and �nd the stability onditions of thesystem [pt. 10℄.B) Solve the Markov Chain steady-state distribution, i.e., �nd the probability of �nding the system in anygiven Markov hain state [pt. 15℄.C) Compute the steady-state bloking probability of arrivals: Pb, de�ned as the probability that an arrival toQ1 is bloked due to lak of room in the queue. [pt. 10℄.D) Compute the following quantities: �1, de�ned as the probability of �nding Server S busy in Q1; �2, de�nedas the probability of �nding Server S busy in Q2; R1, de�ned as the departure rate from Q1; R2, de�nedas the departure rate from Q2 [pt. 15℄. [Hint: should R1 and R2 be related in some form?℄E) Assume that X1 + X2 = 1=(2�). Consider three distint ases (! indiates parameter approahing theindiated value): (1) X1 ! 1=(2�) and X2 ! 0; (2) X1 ! 0 and X2 ! 1=(2�); (3) X1 = 1=(4�) andX2 = 1=(4�). Derive the bloking probability for the three ases (P (1)b ; P (2)b ; P (3)b ). Identify the lowestand highest value ase, o�ering your intuitive explanation of the obtained results [pt. 15℄.Exerise 2. Consider a system onsisting of a asade of two queues: Q1 followed by Q2. Arrivals reahQ1 aording to a Poisson proess with arrival rate �. Departures from Q1 reah Q2. Departures from Q2 leavethe system. The two queues share a ommon single server S. Server S an be in one of the following mutuallyexlusive states: state 0: server is idle, when both Q1 and Q2 are empty; state 1: server is busy serving a jobin Q1; state 2: server is busy serving a job in Q2. At the end of every servie, server S deides what to do nextusing the following poliy: if Q2 is not empty, always go to Q2 and serve the head-of-the-line job there; if Q2is empty and Q1 is not empty, always go to Q1 and serve the head-of-the-line job there; if both Q1 and Q2 areempty, go to idle state. When idle (in state 0), server S goes to Q1 as soon as an arrival ours there.Assume that the servie times at the two queues (X1 and X2) are independent and generally distributed.Assume that Q1 is M/G/1, and Q2 is ?/G/1. The question mark in Q2 indiates that the arrival proess isunknown. 1



A) Determine the queueing model for the desribed system, and �nd the stability onditions of the system[pt. 10℄.B) Derive W1, de�ned as the waiting time of a job in Q1 till servie begins [pt. 15℄.C) Compute the following quantities: �1, de�ned as the probability of �nding server S busy in Q1; �2, de�nedas the probability of �nding server S busy in Q2; N (1)q , de�ned as the average number of jobs waiting inQ1; N (2)q , de�ned as the average number of jobs waiting in Q2 [pt. 15℄.D) Assume that X1 and X2 are exponentially distributed, and X1+X2 = 1=(2�). Consider three distint ases(! indiates parameter approahing the indiated value): (1) X1 ! 1=(2�) and X2 ! 0; (2) X1 ! 0and X2 ! 1=(2�); (3) X1 = 1=(4�) and X2 = 1=(4�). Derive the waiting time in Q1 for the three ases(W (1)1 ;W (2)1 ;W (3)1 ). Identify the lowest and highest value ase, o�ering your intuitive explanation of theobtained results [pt. 15℄.
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